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funded trader programme rules:

>  S&P 500
>  Dow Jones
>  Dax 30
>  FTSE 100 
>  Crude Oil

Traders must trade from the specified list of instruments which are:

The following pages give a detailed description of our Funded Trader Programme Rules. They have been designed to give programme 
participants the highest chance of being successful while controlling trading risk. The emphasis on the programme is on earning pips rather 
than worrying about leverage or what percentage of a trading account to risk etc. Most traders experience failure due to over leveraging 
and having poor trading strategy. This leaves a trader free to focus on earning pips and being paid for the pips earned in the process. 

>  GBPJPY
>  EURUSD
>  USDJPY
>  GBPUSD
>  USDCHF 

>  Gold
>  AUDUSD
>  USDCAD
>  EURGBP 
>  EURCHF

All trades will have a maximum stop loss imposed per trade. This is set to 70pips on Forex and 10 points for S&P500, 90 points for Dow 
Jones, 70 points for Dax 30, 50 points for FTSE 100, $0.80/Barrel for Oil, $10/Ounce for Gold. Please note these are maximum stop loss 
levels and traders are expected to use smaller stop losses in their trading.

Lot sizes of trades do not matter, as we are only tracking the Pips gained.

Trader may have a maximum of 2 open positions at a given time irrespective of which instruments they trade. 

Traders must respect the maximum account draw-down limitation of 300 pips per month. If this is hit then the programme will be terminated 
and subject to review and additional conditions, the trader may be given another opportunity to trade a funded account an additional 
time.
 
An additional slippage factor is added to the spread of each trade, due to latency in Trade Simple Trade Smart or it’s Capital Partner’s ability 
to manage its risk and discourage small unprofitable Pip scalping strategies. These are detailed in the table at the end of this document.

We require all traders to act in a professional manner at all times and treat this programme as a serious business.

the rules::



The Funded Trader programme is comprised of an initial 
3 month trader qualification period in which the trader is 
referred to as a Trainee Trader. The rules during this period 
are: 

Traders must achieve a target of 300 pips per month in 
order to receive any payout and in order to advance to the 
next month in the initial 3 month period. Traders that fail 
this requirement will no longer be able to trade the funded 
account and may be given the opportunity to start again 
subject to a review and additional criteria. 

For the initial 3 month period as Trader Trainee, the Dollar 
for Pips payout rates are as follows: 

   Trainee Trader – Month 1:     $0.50 per pip
   Trainee Trader – Month 2:     $1.00 per pip
   Trainee Trader – Month 3:     $2.00 per pip

Example: If a trader makes 160 pips on a trade with a slippage 
of 2 pips, the payout rate in the third month is; 160 pips - 2 
pip slippage = 158 pips. The payout rate on this trade would 
be $316, and if there were two trades simultaneously with 
the same profit target then the total payout would be $632.

career advancement rules : 
Once a trader has passed the initial 3 month trading period, 
they become a qualified trader with continued career 
advancement. The following details the dollar for pip payout 
rates for each career level:

   Qualified Trader: $4.00 per pip
   Principal Trader: $8.00 per pip
   Senior Trader: $16.00 per pip

Once a trader reaches the position of Qualified Trader or 
higher then they will be paid on the pips earned regardless of 
whether they achieved the 300 pip monthly target or not. 
The only criteria going forward will be that they ensure they 
do not hit the 300 pip draw down level in order to remain 
in the programme. However for a trader to advance to the 
next payout level, they will need to have three successive 
months of meeting the 300 pip monthly target.

A trader cannot be in a negative position at the end of their 
month. However if a trader is in a negative position then 
they have the choice to buy back any loses they have incurred 
at their current dollars for pips payout rate.
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initial 3 month period trader rules : 



The following table shows all allowable trading instruments on the 
programme as well as the maximum stop losses and total spread including 
slippage.

Please note that more instruments will be added to this list over time in order to 
increase trading opportunity.

Instruments (Broker Symbol) Enforced Max Stop Loss Spread Including Slipping

  www.tradesimpletradesmart.com

S&P 500 (ES)   10 Index Points   1 Index Point
Dow Jones (YM)  90 Index Points   5 Index Points
German DAX 30  70 Index Points   3 Index Points
UK FTSE 100   50 Index Points   3 Index Points
Crude Oil   $0.80 per Barrel  $0.03 per Barrel
Gold    $10 per Troy Ounce  $1.00 per Troy Ounce
EUR/USD   70 pips    2 pips
USDJPY    70 pips    2 pips
GBPUSD   70 pips    2 pips
USDCHF   70 pips    2 pips
AUDUSD   70 pips    2 pips
USDCAD   70 pips    2 pips
EURGBP   70 pips    3 pips
EURJPY    70 pips    3 pips
EURCHF   70 pips    3 pips
GBPJPY    70 pips    3 pips


